Company Profile – Why choose SafeMetrics, LLC?
Many companies offer safety and health services,
but to offer them well in a competitive environment
requires elite technical knowledge, an astute
understanding of the local markets and a
compassion for the client--

Company History
SafeMetrics, LLC began in 2006 as a
provider of occupational safety and health
services. We are based locally in Noblesville,
Indiana and service construction,
manufacturing, insurance, and biotech
companies in the greater Midwest.
Purpose
SafeMetrics, LLC was built on the concept
that to create change, outcomes need to be
measured. Health and safety performance
differs from many areas measured by
companies because safety success is often
determined by the absence of an outcome
(injuries or ill health) rather than a presence.
To meet our clients' goals, outcomes relating
to safe behaviors or conditions that avoid or
mitigate losses are established and
measured. The chosen metrics are based on
sound safety principles and customized to
meet the goals and challenges of each
individual client. SafeMetrics, LLC uses the
concept of "measuring to affect change" as
the basis for all projects.
WBE-Certified Company (WBE)
Diversity requirements are becoming more
common in today's business environment.
Our certification as a Woman-Owned
Business Enterprise (WBE) can assist
Construction managers, Contractors and
Subcontractors in satisfying specific bid
requirements.

Capabilities
SafeMetrics, LLC provides a variety of
services that allow their clients to achieve
compliance with standards promulgated by
regulating agencies such as OSHA, MSHA
and EPA as well as best practices set by
associations or consensus standards.
Measurement of change is an essential
characteristic to progress. Yet without
confidence, defensibility and data integrity,
safety challenges will not likely be met.
SafeMetrics, LLC integrates these qualities
into every service they offer by employing
highly technical professionals, many of who
have worked for the various regulating
Agencies.
Our team is experienced in a variety of
project-oriented environments including
working on the Indiana Convention Center
Expansion project as both a safety
representative to the Owner's team and as
the on-site safety professional for a key
subcontractor. This project complements the
range of industries that we have serviced
over our company's history including
hospitals, primary metal industries, steel
mills, research/laboratories and power plants.
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SafeMetrics, LLC at 866-586-6070.
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